
Unlock the power of 
micromobility gamification

Cyclers Motivate
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Powers the world’s best-rated cycling apps

Validated by 200.000+ users 

Prague on Bike Šlappeto Cyclers



Cyclers Platform Modules
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Cyclers Motivate Module



Motivate Module: Overview
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Gamification 
instruments

level badges leaderboards challenges

Motivational 
messages pop-up in-feedpush

User activities
tracked 

rides
social

interactions

community 
reports

Smart, interactive and highly customizable gamification engine.

Game 
points

Game 
times

!

5k 20k segment

Various types of user activities can be 
monitored in and then promoted by the 
engine.

User activities are processed and 
scored for points or times in many 
game disciplines.

Proven gamification instruments are 
then used with the awarded points or 
times to motivate the user.

Progress (or the lack of) in gamification 
instruments generates messages 
stimulating desired user activities, thus 
closing the gamification loop.

Game disciplines

…
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Behavioural 
psychology-based

Built around the Fogg’s proven motivation-ability-
trigger model for persuasive applications. Targets 
various types of motivation – competition, 
recognition, achievement, collaboration. 

Easy to integrate & customize

Ready-to-use out of the box. Easy to add new 

activities and disciplines to drive the behaviors you 

want. Quick to integrate into your app.

Cyclers Motivate: Key Features
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Accurate, reliable, fraud-resistant

Uses advanced, AI-powered algorithms to accurately 
track and evaluate user’s activity and automatically 
detect and exclude fradulent behavior. 

Personalized & 
interactive

Automatically tracks individual user’s progress and 
sends triggers to nudge the user into action through a 
variety of channels. 
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User Activities



User Activities
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Tracked Rides
Tracked rides are the key input into the gamification 
engine. Rides can be recorded in the mobile app 
using the Cyclers SDK energy-efficient Tracking 
module or fed in  from customer’s backend systems. 

Community Reports
User-submitted reports on cycling risks and issues 

can be tracked, evaluated and rewarded. 

Social Interactions
Likes and comments in the in-app discussions can be 
tracked, evaluated and rewarded.

Your Activites
Any user activity that can be observed can be 
plugged in to the gamification engine and rewarded. 

Any user activity that can be observed can be rewarded through the gamification.



Tracked Rides
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Processed Ride detail

Tracked rides from various sources are automatically processed and stored. Expandable  
personal 
heatmap

Recorded Rides overviewGame 
points

Track 
processing 
and storage

+45

Vehicle-based 
tracking

App-based 
tracking

Other 
sources

GPX



Tracked Rides
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Processed Ride detail

Tracked rides from various sources are automatically processed and stored. Expandable  
personal 
heatmap

Recorded Rides overview

Track 
processing 
and storage

+45

Vehicle-based 
tracking

App-based 
tracking

Other 
sources

GPX



Track Processing: Technology
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(typicaly from 
phone location 

sensors)

Track filtering 
and basic 
annotation

Track map-
matching and  

advanced 
annotation

Basic track attributes 
assigned (possibly 

inaccurately)

Basic and advanced track 
attributes accurately assigned. 

The trajectory exactly follows the 
underlying cycleway network.

Micromobility 
transport network

Advanced tech map-aware ride track processing pipeline that enables 
accurate, multi-attribute track evaluation and fraud detection 

Supports tracking 
auto-pause, auto-

resume and auto-stop 

Front-end 
track 

recording

Length: 3.5 kmLength: 3.5 km

Elev. gain: 80 m

Raw GPX
Partially 

annotated GPX

Length: 3.574 km

Elev. gain: 83.4 m

Mapmatched, fully 
annotated GPX

Cycleways: 1.74 km

Junctions: 34

Unpaved: 0.84km…

Raw, noisy 
locations samples

A sequence of 
GPS points. 
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Mapmatched user ride
User trajectory is matched to the 
underlying micromobility network

1

Fraud detection

Compare user ride with 
underlaying (network & 
behaviour) model

2

Detect physical anomalies 
and impossibilities 

3
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Game Disciplines



Game Disciplines
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Disciplines define how user activity is turned into measurable game achievements 
that can be subsequently gamified using gamification instruments.

Game Points
In point disciplines, the users are awarded one or 
multiple points for various achievements related to 
their activities. The greater the number of game 
points, the better!

Game Times
In time disciplines, the times the users reach on 
specific distances or on specific segments are 
measured. The smaller the time, the better!



Game Point Disciplines
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Rain Rider
Each ride when its rainy counts.

Community Builder
Each user you invited that joined 
counts.

Visitor
Each point of interest visited on 
bike counts.

1

Rider
Each ride longer than 1km counts.

1

Explorer
Each newly explored square 
kilometer counts.

1

Commuter
Each back-and-forth commute 
counts.

1

Safe Rider
Every kilometer on car-free 
cycleways counts.

Contributor
Each validated community report 
submitted counts.

Various disciplines rewarding different aspects of user activity can be defined.

Your Discipline
Many more disciplines can be 
added to reward desired behavior.



Game Times Disciplines
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Segments & Virtual Races
With segments, which have been 
popularized by Strava, users are 
evaluated and compete on times 
reached riding on a specific route. 
Virtual races then extend this 
concept to longer routes.

Various disciplines linked to ride times are supported.

Origin-Destinations
With origin-destination disciplines, 
users are evaluated and compete 
on times they need to get between 
a pair of fixed, typically well-know 
locations, regardless of the route 
they take.

Distances
With distance disciplines, users are 
evaluated and compete on times 
they reach riding a specific fixed 
distance, regardless of where they 
ride. Typically, lengths include 
5km, 10km or 25km and miles 
equivalents. 

`
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Gamification Instruments



Gamification Instruments
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Level
Aggregate all user’s game achievements into single 
player level rating.

Leaderboards
Compare user’s accomplishments with other riders in 
various game disciplines. 

Badges
Reward user’s individual progress in various game 
disciplines.

Challenges
Motivates user to accomplish a defined goal within a 
limited period of time.

Designed to appeal to various types of motivation – competition, recognition, 
achievement, collaboration. 



Badges
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Badges
with the user’s current 

progress for each 
discipline

Badge detailBadges overview

Badge level 
(bronze, silver, gold)

Motivates individually by recognizing progress.

Hill Rider

Complete 3 more steep 
segments to get the next 

level

1 423.

Hill RiderNight Rider

Badges



Leaderboards
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Leaderboard filters 
based on time and location

Leaderboards 
for individual 

disciplines

Motivates through social comparison / competition with other riders.



Challenges
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Challenges overview Challenge detail

Progress
on the challenge

Prize
to win for completing 
the challenge

Motivates to achieve defined goals in a limited time.

Complete 20 night rides to win 
a high-tech bike light

9 night rides
567

Bike for a helmet

Dark challenge

Spring challengeClimb Mont Blanc

20 night rides

100 hills100 hills

Dark Challenge

9 night rides 20 night rides
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Integration



Integration
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Customer 
mobile apps

App logic
Mobile 

Gamification 
SDK 

Backend logic

Customer 
backend systems

CYCLERS cloud

C
o
n
n
e
c
to

rs

Gamification API

Gamification admin tools
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More information:
info@umotional.com
cyclers.tech/motivate

Cyclers Motivate


